
Building Cavaletti Horse Jumps: The Rider's
Bootstrap
Cavaletti horse jumps are a great way to improve your horse's jumping
skills. They can be used for both training and competition, and they can be
built in a variety of ways. In this article, we will discuss the different
materials you can use to build cavaletti jumps, the different types of jumps
you can build, and how to build them safely and effectively.
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Materials

The most common material used to build cavaletti jumps is wood. Wood is
relatively inexpensive, easy to work with, and durable. However, it is
important to use treated wood, as untreated wood can rot and become
unsafe.
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Other materials that can be used to build cavaletti jumps include plastic,
metal, and rubber. Plastic jumps are lightweight and easy to move, but they
are not as durable as wood jumps. Metal jumps are very durable, but they
can be expensive and difficult to work with. Rubber jumps are a good
option for horses that are prone to injuries, as they are soft and forgiving.

Types of Jumps

There are many different types of cavaletti jumps that you can build. The
most common type is the single pole jump. Single pole jumps are made up
of a single pole that is placed on two standards. The height of the pole can
be adjusted to make the jump more or less challenging.

Other types of cavaletti jumps include oxers, verticals, and spreads. Oxers
are made up of two poles that are placed parallel to each other. Verticals
are made up of a single pole that is placed perpendicular to the ground.
Spreads are made up of two or more poles that are placed at an angle to
each other.

Building Cavaletti Jumps

Building cavaletti jumps is a relatively easy process. However, it is
important to follow the steps carefully to ensure that the jumps are safe and
effective.

To build a single pole jump, you will need the following materials:

Two wooden poles

Two sawhorses

A measuring tape



A level

To build the jump, follow these steps:

1. Measure and mark the desired height of the jump on the poles.

2. Cut the poles to the desired length.

3. Place the sawhorses on the ground at the desired distance apart.

4. Place the poles on the sawhorses, making sure that they are level.

To build an oxer, you will need the following materials:

Four wooden poles

Two sawhorses

A measuring tape

A level

To build the oxer, follow these steps:

1. Measure and mark the desired height of the jump on the poles.

2. Cut the poles to the desired length.

3. Place the sawhorses on the ground at the desired distance apart.

4. Place two of the poles on the sawhorses, making sure that they are
parallel to each other and level.

5. Place the remaining two poles on top of the first two poles, making
sure that they are parallel to each other and level.



To build a vertical, you will need the following materials:

Two wooden poles

Two sawhorses

A measuring tape

A level

To build the vertical, follow these steps:

1. Measure and mark the desired height of the jump on the poles.

2. Cut the poles to the desired length.

3. Place the sawhorses on the ground at the desired distance apart.

4. Place one of the poles on the sawhorses, making sure that it is
perpendicular to the ground and level.

5. Place the remaining pole on top of the first pole, making sure that it is
perpendicular to the ground and level.

To build a spread, you will need the following materials:

Three or more wooden poles

Two sawhorses

A measuring tape

A level

To build the spread, follow these steps:



1. Measure and mark the desired height of the jump on the poles.

2. Cut the poles to the desired length.

3. Place the sawhorses on the ground at the desired distance apart.

4. Place the first pole on the sawhorses, making sure that it is level.

5. Place the remaining poles on the sawhorses, making sure that they
are parallel to each other and level.

Safety

When building cavaletti jumps, it is important to keep safety in mind. Here
are a few tips to help you build safe jumps:

Always use treated wood to build jumps.

Make sure that the jumps are level and stable.

Place the jumps on a soft surface, such as sand or dirt.

Supervise your horse when they are jumping.

By following these safety tips, you can help to ensure that your horse has a
safe and enjoyable experience jumping cavaletti jumps.

Cavaletti jumps are a great way to improve your horse's jumping skills.
They are relatively easy to build and can be used for both training and
competition. By following the steps outlined in this article, you can build
safe and effective cavaletti jumps for your horse.
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